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â€œGay for Pay?â€œ is psychological exploration of sexuality. It is a work of gay,
pornographic fiction, where the main characters sexuality is put to the test under the
inducement of money. Is sexuality fixed or can straight men turn gay? Given the right
circumstances, can there be straight men who agree to gay sex? â€œGay for Pay?â€• is a
satisfying and stimulating read, on both the homoerotic and emotional levels, in a way that is
rarely found in gay erotic fiction. In Volume 2 we find Ben, a cute, shy, straight young man
being persuaded to investigate his sexual psychology under testing from a young psychology
graduate. Ben reluctantly faces his homoerotic nature and beyond that into his homosexual
side. The whole subject of straight men and gay sex is jumbled up in this provocative, erotic
novel. How far will straight Ben go? Gay for Pay? is an interesting exposition of straight men
being gay in the liberated, hippie, nineteen-sixties. Sexual definitions are blurred. In the
summer of 1968, the young student Ben is approached to take part in a psychological study for
pay. He answers intimate questions freely and becomes drawn into exploring his sexuality and
self-image. The testing by the psychology student is profoundly homoerotic between the shy
Ben and the homosexual graduate of psychology. On the one hand we have the homosexual
student who is drawn to straight men and on the other a straight, handsome, younger student
who is being paid to see how far his sexual boundaries go. What will be the outcome? Can a
straight young man be gay for pay? This is another graphic novel from Richard Peters, which
features a sexual encounter with a handsome, straight, young man in riveting and explicit
detail. It is an XXX-rated novel and not intended for those who are under age or who are
offended by male/male gay pornography, described in uncompromising detail. This is volume
2 of a series of multi-volume case histories where the subject of being gay for pay is explored.
Richard Peters works, while containing explicit, gay, erotic porn descriptions never fail to
move his readers emotionally. He has written many other novels and short stories. His
favourite themes concern straight men being seduced by other straight, bisexual or gay men.
He likes to investigate the sexuality of his characters, as he believes sexuality is not a simple
black and white dichotomy (gay/straight). He believes there are many shades of grey in
between. His exciting work is for the discerning gay reader as well as for other adventurous
males, willing to discover the edges of their sexuality â€“ if they are brave enough to explore.
Of course, he also has a wide female readership who enjoy reading about men with men!
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